Live in the **heart** of it.
Downtown St. Louis is a hub for both area highways and public transportation, which provides easy access into, out of, and around Downtown.

**ACCESSIBILITY**

---

**GETTING IN AND OUT OF DOWNTOWN**

- **SIX METRO LINK STATIONS**
- **FOUR INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS**
- **CENTRAL LOCATION WITHIN THE REGION**

**GETTING AROUND DOWNTOWN – ONCE YOU’RE HERE, YOU’RE HERE**

- **ON-DEMAND MOBILITY OPTIONS SUCH AS ELECTRIC SCOOTERS**
- **HIGH WALKABILITY (89 WALKSCORE)**
- **THE REGION’S ONLY PROTECTED BIKE LANES**
- **A TRUE CAR-OPTIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD**
Downtown St. Louis has a wide range of job opportunities for virtually any industry. From large enterprises to small businesses and freelance opportunities, there is something for everyone in Downtown.

**EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES**

DOWNTOWN IS THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT CENTER IN THE REGION (85,000 DOWNTOWN WORKERS)

1. **9 out of 10** LARGEST CREATIVE FIRMS IN THE REGION
2. **7 out of 10** LARGEST ARCHITECTURE FIRMS IN THE REGION
3. **7 out of 10** LARGEST LAW FIRMS IN THE REGION
4. **6 out of 10** LARGEST ACCOUNTING FIRMS IN THE REGION

**LARGE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY**
- 300+ Dining Establishments
- 20+ Hotels

**130+ CREATIVE AGENCIES**
**5 CO-WORKING AND INCUBATOR SPACES**

**11 FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES** with global, national, or regional headquarters

**MORE THAN 100 ACRES OF PARKS AND GREEN SPACES**
- Kiener Plaza Playground
- St. Louis Public Library
- Citygarden
- City Museum

**4 DAYCARE CENTERS**

**17 PET-FRIENDLY ESTABLISHMENTS**

Downtown St. Louis is a welcoming community for all families and pets alike.
EXTENSIVE HOUSING OPTIONS

Looking to buy or rent? Downtown St. Louis offers a wide range of affordable and luxury housing options to fit your budget.

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL UNITS

7,600+

7,600+

EXTENSIVE HOUSING OPTIONS

HOSPITALITY, LEISURE, AND ENTERTAINMENT

Downtown St. Louis is the epicenter of entertainment for the region, consisting of the best entertainment and sports venues, diverse dining options, exciting events, and more all within walking distance.

- 300+ dining establishments
- 200+ public events annually
- 8 museums
- 6 live music venues
- 3 microbreweries
- 10+ coffee shops
- 20+ hotels
- Busch Stadium (home to St. Louis Cardinals baseball and hosts several major music concerts each year)
- Enterprise Center (home to St. Louis Blues ice hockey and hosts 175 events throughout the year)
- Stifel Theatre (performing arts center featuring Broadway series, music concerts, comedic acts and special events throughout the year)
- St. Louis Aquarium at Union Station

7,600+

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL UNITS

6,000+

APARTMENT RENTALS

1,600+

CONDOMINIUMS
AMENITIES

Ditch your car and walk to all of these services within Downtown.

2 GROCERY STORES
(Culinaria and Fields Foods)

9 BARBER SHOPS

3 PRINT & SHIP
CENTERS

2 EYE CARE
FACILITIES

1 URGENT CARE
FACILITY

3 PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING STUDIOS
(One is free for public use, located within the St. Louis Public Library)

COMMUNITY SERVICES

Downtown St. Louis is an active and engaged community with access to services designed to maintain a fun and safe environment for all.

CLEAN TEAM

BEAUTIFICATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE

DOWNTOWN STL SAFETY OFFICER PROGRAM
Some exciting new initiatives are taking off in Downtown St. Louis soon. Here’s a sneak peek of what’s to come.

**UPCOMING INITIATIVES**

Downtown St. Louis is leveraging some of the most advanced SMART city technologies as part of a monumental, community-wide endeavor called #LightMySTL featuring state-of-the-art wireless and lighting technology that:

- Brighten streets and sidewalks
- Remotely adjust brightness to near daylight levels
- Have decorative LED strips that change color instantly for special events such as Cardinals/Blues games, St. Patrick’s Day or July 4th

**THE GARMENT DISTRICT**

Downtown St. Louis has embarked upon a multiyear effort of revitalizing the historic Garment District that envisions leveraging the distinct history of the district as a national hub for fashion and apparel, as well as to develop a modern epicenter of the creative economy for the entire St. Louis region.